
Ornamental Turning Lathe No.1288
made by J H Evans & Sons of

London, England c.1890.

PROVENANCE
John Evans & Sons, lathe makers, were in business from 1810

until 1913. From 1875 the business was run by a grandson, John
Henry Evans and from 1879 all the lathes numbered 1284 to 1292
were engraved with the address ‘159, Wardour Street’. From 1899
the final lathes made by this firm , numbered 1293 -1296, were
engraved with the new address, ‘17, Oxford Street’. No. 1288 is
engraved with the Wardour Street address, thus proving that it was
made before 1892; and thought to be about 1890.

No early ownership history is available, but George Gentry wrote
an article for the Model Engineer magazine in 1931, featuring an
unusual geometric slide-rest, made by G.M.Grace. The article
mentions that it had been adapted to a very fine example of a lathe by
Evans. This is one of 5 geometric slide-rests made by G.M.Grace; it
is still with the lathe and is identifiable with the photograph in the
article. About that time the lathe belonged to Rev. G.A.Grace, a
renowned ornamental turner and the brother of G.M.Grace, the
maker of the geometric slide-rests (see also Holtzapffel Volume VI
page 100). In 1948 the lathe was known to be owned by T.Toledano,
a founder member of the Society of Ornamental Turners and aFront view
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frequent contributor to the Bulletin. In February
1952, Toledano, writing about lathes he had
owned, mentioned that he had acquired the |Evans
lathe from G.A.Grace (date unknown). Toledano
sold the lathe to A.Landells of Ulverston, Lancs,
who had it from about 1948 until 1968 when he
sold it to George Missbach of USA, who left it in
his garage, un-used by him or his son, who sold it
to John Edwards who repatriated it to the UK in
2012.

INVENTORY
Iron bed on double mahogany frame with flywheel,
treadle, crankshaft, hook and pulley for flat-belt
drive; Screw-mandrel headstock 5” centre height;
1” x 9 t.p.i. with tangent screw, segment pillar,
star-nut assembly and set of 6 screw-thread guides;
Division plate with 7 rows of divisions and
adjustable index; automatic division counter (user
made); Screw-barrel tailstock with tailstock chuck,
drilling pad and 3 centres in stand; double standard
overhead with triangular bar, driving spindle, crane
and weight; hand-rest pedestal, 2 tees (and another
in a drawer); Boring collar and stand; fixed and
moving steadies, dividing chuck and spiral
apparatus with long arm, radial arm, full set of 15
change-wheels, arbors spacers, washers; universal
joint, long and short driving shafts; pedestal for
face spirals and a pair of round-edge gears for
tapered spirals; Atkinson’s Reciprocator for zig-
zag patterns;
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End view
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Overhead assembly

Frame and Flywheel
assembly

Driving
Spindle

Weight

Crane
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Dome
Chuck

Rectilinear Chuck

ORNAMENTAL CHUCKS
Eccentric chuck;
Ellipse chuck with cam ring and tailstock oscillator;
Compensating index for equal division of the ellipse;
Dome chuck, Rectilinear chuck.

Compensating index  Ellipse
chuck
with
cam
  ring

Oblique
Chuck

Tailstock
Oscillator
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Eccentric
Chuck

Micrometers 8, 10 & 12
for dividing headstock
Tangent Screw



Work-holding
Chucks

Unidentified
Slow drive

WORK-HOLDING CHUCKS
Drilling pad;  Worm-screw chuck; Cross-handle key w. Square socket;
Bennett’s die chuck;  5 brass cup and 5 Flange chucks;  Boxwood
Spring chucks (2); Driver chuck,with heart and ring carriers;  Flat-piece
chuck; Prong chuck; Extension chucks w. male screws (3);
Tailstock chuck with cross handle key;  worm drive for slow-motion
(use un-identified);
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WORK-HOLDING CHUCKS and
Spanners, Levers and Keys

9” Universal 2-jaw chuck; 3-jaw self-centring
chucks (2); 4-jaw independent chuck;  Chuck-
making tap; ‘C’ spanners (2); Flat Spanners (3);
Bent levers (5); Pair of segment stop pins;
Pair of spherical slide-rest stop pins  frame
spanner;  Thin piece chuck; Hand-rest pedestal.
Horizontal scriber  & 2 (of 3) tees;



18” Ornamental Slide-rest

Travelling Steady and Fluting stops

Handlever

18” ORNAMENTAL TURNING SLIDE-REST; with 9/16” square tool receptacle, slotted brass tool-boat,
steel plate and 2 clamps, guide and stop screws, bridle, key, height adjusting ring, , pair of fluting stops, crank handle,
key, cradle, bolt, clamp and bow-nut, pair of curvilinear standards, template bar, follower; automatic drive and stops.
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 SPIRAL-SPHERICAL SLIDE-REST
With 9/16”square tool receptacle, slotted brass tool-boat, steel plate
and 2 clamps, guide and stop screws, bridle, 5 crank handles, key, pair
of segment stops, height and angle adjustment;
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METAL-TURNING
SLIDE-REST

With heavy-duty milling
spindle (by Evans); pair of
fluting stops and cutter bar;
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GEOMETRIC SLIDE-REST by G.A.Grace
This lathe, and in particular, this slide-rest, was the subject of an article written by
George Gentry for the Model Engineer magazine of 24th December 1931.
One of the springs was broken and needs to be replaced (for which there is a length
of clock spring of the correct size in the box of accessories).
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SPIRAL-SPHERICAL-GEOMETRIC SLIDE-REST - designed by Ashton - with 9/16”square
tool receptacle, slotted brass tool-boat and steel plate, guide and stop screws, bridle, 5 crank handles, key, pair of
segment stops, height and angle adjustment.

NOTE: This item needs some work: the operation is stiff; the slide needs polishing and the long bar holding the
rubbing wheel needs vertical support to prevent it from flexing. The two clamps for the tool-slide are missing.
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Spherical-Geometric Slide-rest designed by Ashton
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For Geometric turning the lead-screw is
removed and a triangular bar with spring
holds the rubbing wheel against the cam
(or rosette). Note the long rod holding the
rubbing wheel; it needs vertical support to
prevent it from flexing.
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Spherical-Geometric Slide-rest designed by Ashton

Note the long spring with
triangular bar adjustment by
thumb-screw.
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Spherical-Geometric
Slide-rest designed by

Ashton

Note the flat plate with two channels (not
lying flat, as it should be).  This allows
for adjustment radial to the lathe axis



Spherical-
Geometric Slide-
rest designed by

Ashton

Note the triangular bar, gripped by
the thumb-screw; and behind it, the
long rod that holds the rubbing wheel.
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Spherical-Geometric Slide-rest designed by Ashton

rear view showing Ashton’s long reach tool-slide
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Screw-mandrel Headstock and screw-barrel Tailstock

17
7 rows of divisions plus tangent screw dividing engine 180 up to 2160.



CUTTING FRAMES

Eccentric with 2 cutters

Horizontal

Long Internal Mandrel Nose screw on 9/16” shank,
for mounting a chuck on the Slide-rest
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CUTTING FRAMES

Eccentric with key

Rare Geared VerticalVertical

Horizontal with Universal adjustment
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Geared Universal with
height adjustment

3 rare UNIVERSAL
CUTTING FRAMES



FITTED CHEST containing
rose cutting frame with 6 rosettes;
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SLOPE-TOP
CHEST of cutters

and drills, almost
complete (about 3
slide-rest and 3
eccentric cutting
frame tools
missing). With
original dust
covers.



Chest containing
Goniostat, Evans

round-nose
honing guide, 3
laps & 3 tins of

abrasive powders

Chest containing
Mini-headstock

and abrasive
cones for honing

bead tools

Dumbleton’s Screw-cutting
device with 5 screw pitches
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Automatic Division
Counter - user made



2-tier floor-standing CABINET.
The lower tier is from a 19th century bookcase.  The

upper-tier is from an original Evans cabinet, but the
shelves have been routed out to fit the accessories of a
different lathe so that, when those of  No. 1288 are in
place some obsolete routed grooves are visible on the
shelves.
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9” Universal Chuck (key on shelf 2)     Compensating Index       Measuring instruments:-
turners square; setting-up bevil, tee square,

depth gauge;  set square, callipers (4);

TOP SHELF

DOORS - Each door holds 40 hand turning tools, most of
which were made by Holtzapffel and Co.,
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SECOND SHELF

Back Row: boxwood spring chucks (2); Paper/glue chucks (4); cup chucks (4); 2 more flange and 1 more cup
chucks; rectangular piece chuck; prong chuck;  male screw-thread extension chucks (3);
Middle Row:   drilling pad; heart & ring carriers & driver chuck;
Front Row:   bent lever/spanner; worm-screw chuck; cross-handle key; horizontal scriber; ejector for cup chucks;
pedestal for face spirals; star-nut assembly; Bennett’s die chuck.
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THIRD SHELF

Back Row:  spiral gears: 3 large, 4 & 3 small; oblique chuck; dome chuck; cam-ring and tailstock oscillator;
Middle Row:  spacer, stack of washers; small gears (5); pair of round-edge gears for angular spirals;
Bottom Row:  radial arm; long arm; double & single arbors, reverse gear; eccentric chuck; ellipse chuck ;
rectilinear chuck.
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Back Row:  triangular cutter bar;  gouge cutter bar; internal cutter bar; spring pencil; internal fine scraper;
cutter bar for ECF. tools; lengthening bar; vertical cutting frame; spanner for cutting frame spindles; rare
eccentric cutting Frame with two cutters; mandrel nose thread on 9/16” square shaft for mounting chuck
onto slide-rest; extension bar or honing guide for slide-rest cutters; long internal cutting frame; slender
turning guide (or fixed steady)adjustable index; eccentric cutting frame; horizontal cutting frame with 3
spindles (plus 3 more spindles and collection of universal cutting frames in one of the cabinet drawers; pad
handle.

FOURTH SHELF
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FIFTH and BOTTOM SHELF
Curvilinear
Rubber &
template

bar

Cradle

Front Row:  bolt,  and bow-nut; (the clamp is in the back row on the right and the cradle,
curvilinear rubber and template bar are top left; not seen in the picture); pair of curvilinear
standards large bent bar & spanner for spiral apparatus; hand-rest pedestal with radial scriber;
holder for fixing gear to slide-rest lead-screw; slotted brass tool-boat; steel plate and pair of tool-
holding clamps; guide & stop screws; bridle, template bar (behind slide-rest); hand-lever; small
washer (purpose unknown; large crank handle (purpose unknown); pair of fluting stops; travelling
steady (screws onto middle/top of slide-rest pedestal); auxiliary arbor for doubling length of spiral;
short spiral drive rod; bolt & bow-nut; side cutter bar; small clamp, bolt, clamp and bow-nut; short
driving rod; side cutter bar;
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Left-hand drawer
Evans’s geared cutting frame; Universal Cutting
Frames (4) of rare and different designs; 3 male
and 1 female tailstock centres in stand; templates
(21); taper pins for locking OT chucks on centre;
mid-sized driving rod; tailstock chuck with brass
cross-handle key;

Right-hand drawer
3-jaw self-centring chucks (2) and 4-jaw independent
chuck with keys and second sets of jaws; hand drill
and 2 pad handles;small tee for hand-turning; Chuck-
making tap; frame spanner; small bent levers (2); 3
spindles for horizontal cutting frame (3);
Dumbleton’s device for screw-thread cutting (with 5
pitches);
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Set of 6 screw
thread guides

Key, Screwdriver and Honing
Guide

4 centres on stand
Scriber, Star-nut and Cup

Chuck Ejector

Slender Turning Guide

Pad handle

Boring Collar and stand

Adjustable Index
Thin piece chuck

Hand drill and
pad handles (2)
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Spiral Apparatus

Reciprocator
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Attachment for joining the Spiral Apparatus to the
Spherical Slide-rest

Pedestal for turning
angular and surface

spirals
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Cutter Bars (80) and
Curvilinear Templates

(20).
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Sundry items



Ornamental Turning Lathe No.1288
made by J H Evans & Sons of

London, England c.1890.

PROVENANCE
John Evans & Sons, lathe makers, were in business

from 1810 until 1913. From 1875 the business was
run by a grandson, John Henry Evans and from 1879
all the lathes numbered 1284 to 1292 were engraved
with the address ‘159, Wardour Street’. From 1899
the final lathes made by this firm , numbered 1293 -
1296, were engraved with the new address, ‘17,
Oxford Street’. No. 1288 is engraved with the
Wardour Street address, thus proving that it was
made before 1892; and thought to be about 1890.

No early ownership history is available, but George
Gentry wrote an article for the Model Engineer
magazine in 1931, featuring an unusual geometric
slide-rest, made by G.M.Grace. The article mentions
that it had been adapted to a very fine example of a
lathe by Evans. This is one of 5 geometric slide-rests
made by G.M.Grace; it is still with the lathe and is
identifiable with the photograph in the article. About
that time the lathe belonged to Rev. G.A.Grace, a
renowned ornamental turner and the brother of
G.M.Grace, the maker of the geometric slide-rests (see

also Holtzapffel Volume VI page 100).
In 1948 the lathe was known to be owned by

T.Toledano, a founder member of the Society of
Ornamental Turners and a frequent contributor to the
Bulletin. In February 1952, Toledano, writing about
lathes he had owned, mentioned that he had acquired
the |Evans lathe from G.A.Grace (date unknown).
Toledano sold the lathe to A.Landells of Ulverston,
Lancs, who had it from about 1948 until 1968 when he
sold it to George Missbach of USA, who left it in his
garage, un-used by him or his son, who sold it to John
Edwards who repatriated it to the UK in 2012.
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WORK HOLDING CHUCKS
[Page 5]
Drilling pad;  Worm-screw chuck; Cross-handle key w.
Square socket;
Bennett’s die chuck;  5 brass cup and 5 Flange chucks;
Boxwood Spring chucks (2); Driver chuck,with heart and
ring carriers;  Flat-piece chuck; Prong chuck; Extension
chucks w. male screws (3);
Tailstock chuck with cross handle key;  worm drive for
slow-motion (use un-identified);

WORK HOLDING CHUCKS and Spanners,
Levers and Keys

[Page 6]
3-jaw self-centring chucks (2); 4-jaw independent chuck;
Chuck-making tap;
‘C’ spanners (2); Flat Spanners (3);
Bent levers (5); Pair of segment stop pins;  Pair of
spherical slide-rest stop pins  frame spanner;  Thin piece
chuck;   Hand-rest pedestal. Horizontal scriber  & 2 (of 3)
tees;    9” Universal 2-jaw chuck;

18” ORNAMENTAL TURNING SLIDE-
REST;

[Page 7]
with 9/16” square tool receptacle, slotted brass tool-boat,
steel plate and 2 clamps, guide and stop screws, bridle,
key, height adjusting ring, , pair of fluting stops, crank
handle, key, cradle, bolt, clamp and bow-nut, pair of

INVENTORY
[Page 2]
Iron bed on double mahogany frame with flywheel,
treadle, crankshaft, hook and pulley for flat-belt drive;
Screw-mandrel headstock 5” centre height; 1” x 9 t.p.i.
with tangent screw, segment pillar, star-nut assembly and
set of 6 screw-thread guides; Division plate with 7 rows
of divisions and adjustable index; automatic division
counter (user made); Screw-barrel tailstock with tailstock
chuck, drilling pad and 3 centres in stand; double standard
overhead with triangular bar, driving spindle, crane and
weight; hand-rest pedestal, 2 tees (and another in a
drawer); Boring collar and stand; fixed and moving
steadies, dividing chuck and spiral apparatus with long
arm, radial arm, full set of 15 change-wheels, arbors
spacers, washers; universal joint, long and short driving
shafts; pedestal for face spirals and a pair of round-edge
gears for tapered spirals; Atkinson’s Reciprocator for zig-
zag patterns;

ORNAMENTAL CHUCKS
[Page 2]
Eccentric chuck;
Ellipse chuck with cam ring and tailstock oscillator;
Compensating index for equal division of the ellipse;
Dome chuck, Rectilinear chuck.
Micrometers 8, 10 & 12 for dividing headstock Tangent
Screw; 39



SPIRAL-SPHERICAL-GEOMETRIC
SLIDE-REST - designed by Ashton
[Page 11]

 - with 9/16”square tool receptacle, slotted brass tool-
boat, steel plate, guide and stop screws, bridle, 5 crank
handles, key, pair of segment stops, height and angle
adjustment

NOTE: This item needs some work: the operation is stiff;
the slide needs polishing and the long bar holding the
rubbing wheel needs vertical support to prevent it from
flexing. The two clamps for the tool-slide are missing.

For Geometric turning the lead-screw is removed and a
triangular bar with spring holds the rubbing wheel against
the cam (or rosette). Note the long rod holding the
rubbing wheel; it needs vertical support to prevent it from
flexing.

[Page 12]

Note the long spring with triangular bar adjustment by
thumb-screw.

Note the flat plate with two channels (not lying flat, as it
should be).  This allows for adjustment radial to the lathe
axis

curvilinear standards, template bar, follower; automatic
drive and stops.

 SPIRAL-SPHERICAL SLIDE-REST
[Page 8]

With 9/16”square tool receptacle, slotted brass tool-boat,
steel plate and 2 clamps, guide and stop screws, bridle, 5
crank handles, key, pair of segment stops, height and
angle adjustment;

METAL-TURNING SLIDE-REST
[Page 9]
With heavy-duty milling spindle (by Evans); pair of
fluting stops and cutter bar;

GEOMETRIC SLIDE-REST by G.A.Grace
[Page 10]
This lathe, and in particular, this slide-rest, was the
subject of an article written by George Gentry for the
Model Engineer magazine of 24th December 1931.
One of the springs was broken and needs to be replaced
(for which there is a length of clock spring of the correct
size in the box of accessories.
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long Internal;  Mandrel Nose screw on 9/16” square shank
(for mounting a chuck on slide-rest);

[Page 19]

Cutting Frames: Eccentric with key; Horizontal with
Universal adjustment; Vertical; and rare Geared Vertical;

[Page 20]

3 rare Universal Cutting Frames including one with
facility of height adjustment in fitted box;

[Page 21]

Slope-top chest of cutters and drills, almost complete
(about 3 slide-rest and 3 ECF tools missing). With
original dust covers.;

Fitted chest containing rose cutting frame with 6 rosettes;

[Page 22]

Dumbleton’s Screw-cutting device with 5 screw pitches;
Chest containing: Mini-headstock and abrasive cones for
honing bead tools;
Chest containing: Goniostat, Evans round-nose honing
guide, 3 laps & 3 tins of abrasive powders;
automatic Division Counter - user made.

[Page 13]

Note the long spring with triangular bar adjustment by
thumb-screw.

[Page 14]

Note the flat plate with two channels (not lying flat, as it
should be).  This allows for adjustment radial to the lathe
axis

Note the triangular bar, gripped by the thumb-screw; and
behind it, the long rod that holds the rubbing wheel.

[Page 15]
Note the triangular bar, gripped by the thumb-screw; and
behind it, the long rod that holds the rubbing wheel.

[Page 16]
rear view showing Ashton’s long reach tool-slide

[Page 17]

Screw mandrel Headstock and screw-barrel Tailstock;
with 7 rows of divisions plus tangent screw dividing
engine 180 up to 2160.

[Page 18]

Cutting Frames: Horizontal; rare Eccentric with 2 cutters;
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Middle Row:  drilling pad; heart & ring carriers & driver
chuck; Front Row:   bent lever/spanner; worm-screw
chuck; cross-handle key; horizontal scriber; ejector for
cup chucks; pedestal for face spirals; star-nut assembly;
Bennett’s die chuck.

[Page 29]

Back Row:  spiral gears: 3 large, 4 & 3 small; oblique
chuck; dome chuck; cam-ring and tailstock oscillator;
Middle Row:  spacer, stack of washers; small gears (5);
pair of round-edge gears for angular spirals;
Bottom Row:  radial arm; long arm; double & single
arbors, reverse gear; eccentric chuck; ellipse chuck ;
rectilinear chuck.

[Page 30]
Back Row:  triangular cutter bar;  gouge cutter bar;
internal cutter bar; spring pencil; internal fine scraper;
cutter bar for ECF. tools; lengthening bar; vertical cutting
frame; spanner for cutting frame spindles; rare eccentric
cutting frame with two cutters; mandrel nose thread on
9/16” square shaft for mounting chuck onto slide-rest;
extension bar or honing guide for slide-rest cutters; long

   Evans’s geared cutting frame; Universal Cutting
Frames (4) of rare and different designs; 3 male and 1
female tailstock centres in stand; templates (21); taper
pins for locking OT chucks on centre; mid-sized
driving rod; tailstock chuck with brass cross-handle k
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[Page 23]

2-tier FLOOR-STANDING CABINET.
The lower tier is from a 19th century bookcase.  The

upper-tier is from an original Evans cabinet, but the
shelves have been routed out to fit the accessories of a
different lathe so that, when those of  No. 1288 are in
place some obsolete routed grooves are visible on the
shelves.

[Pages 24, 25, 26]
Cabinet doors, each containing a rack of 40 hand-tools;

[Page 27 top shelf]
9” Universal Chuck (key on shelf 2);  Compensating

Index; Measuring instruments:- turners square; setting-up
bevil, tee square;  depth gauge;  set square, callipers (4);

[Page 28]
Back Row: boxwood spring chucks (2); Paper/glue
chucks (4); cup chucks (4); 2 more flange and 1 more cup
chucks; rectangular piece chuck; prong chuck;  male
screw-thread extension chucks (3);



[Page 32

Left-hand drawer

Evans’s geared cutting frame; Universal Cutting Frames
(4) of rare and different designs; 3 male and 1 female
tailstock centres in stand; templates (21); taper pins for
locking O.T. chucks on centre; mid-sized driving rod;
tailstock chuck with brass cross-handle key;

internal cutting frame; slender turning guide (or fixed
steady)adjustable index; eccentric cutting frame;
horizontal cutting frame with 3 spindles (plus 3 more
spindles and collection of universal cutting frames in one
of the cabinet drawers; pad handle.

[Page 31]

Front Row:  bolt,  and bow-nut; (the clamp is in the back
row on the right and the cradle, curvilinear rubber and
template bar are top left; not seen in the picture); pair of
curvilinear standards large bent bar & spanner for spiral
apparatus; hand-rest pedestal with radial scriber; holder
for fixing gear to slide-rest lead-screw; slotted brass tool-
boat; steel plate and pair of tool-holding clamps; guide &
stop screws; bridle, template bar (behind slide-rest); hand-
lever; small washer (purpose unknown; large crank
handle (purpose unknown); pair of fluting stops;
travelling steady (screws onto middle/top of slide-rest
pedestal); auxiliary arbor for doubling length of spiral;
short spiral drive rod; bolt & bow-nut; side cutter bar;
small clamp, bolt, clamp and bow-nut; short driving rod;
side cutter bar;
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[Page 32]

Left-hand drawer

Evans’s geared cutting frame; Universal Cutting Frames
(4) of rare and different designs; 3 male and 1 female
tailstock centres in stand; templates (21); taper pins for
locking OT chucks on centre; mid-sized driving rod;
tailstock chuck with brass cross-handle key;

Right-hand drawer
3-jaw self-centring chucks (2) and 4-jaw independent
chuck with keys and second sets of jaws; hand drill and 2
pad handles;small tee for hand-turning; Chuck-making
tap; frame spanner; small bent levers (2); 3 spindles for
horizontal cutting frame (3); Dumbleton’s device for
screw-thread cutting (with 5 pitches);

[Page 33]
Set of 6 screw thread guides;  Slender Turning Guide;
Boring Collar and stand;  Key, Screwdriver and Honing
Guide;  Hand drill and pad handles (2);  centres on stand
(3);  Scriber, Star-nut and Cup Chuck Ejector; Scriber,
Star-nut and Cup Chuck Ejector; Adjustable Index; Pad
handle; Thin piece chuck;

[Page 34]

Spiral Apparatus comprising: set of 15 change gears and
reverse; pair of round-edge gears; long and short arbors;
sundry washers and spacers; medium and short driving
rods (long driving rod shown on page 13) dividing chuck;
and reciprocator.

[Page 35]

Pedestal for turning angular and surface spirals; arbor for
doubling the length of a spiral and a connector to the
spherical slide-rest.

[Pages 36 & 37]

Cutter Bars (8); Curvilinear Templates (20) and sundry
items.

Enquiries to

John Edwards

By telephone on 0(+44)1732 355 479 or by email at
ornamental.turning@talktalk.net
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